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ABSTRACT
The educational system known as Individually Guided

Education (IGE) will become increasingly importantas schools enter a
period of ret 'renchment in the 1980's. Four factors necessary for
basic skills achieveinent can be achieved through. the use of "IGE: (1)
strong leaders*? by the school principal;: (2) time spent in direct
instruction by the teacher; (3) high teacher expectations for student,
performance; and (4) a school wide emphasis on basic skills
instruction. Although -it combi,nes interdependent and interrelated
curricular components, IGE is a flexible system that has had many
local variations since its inception. HoWver, IGE goals of shared
decision making, instructional programming, ana continuous progress
have remained common to,IGE practide. Research has found that these
conditions are beneficial to the successful appliCation of basic
skills instruction. Through the use of IGENprinciples, a commitment
to basic skills goals can be achieVeat the school levele.(FG)
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IGE AND BASIC SKILLS IN THE 80's:
.

A CASE FOR EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING'

By John J."Beck
and

William M. Bechtol-
1

TO THE EDUCATIONAL, RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)"

Current events in education and in the larger social order
_appear to indicate' that we maybe a period of-retrenchment
in education. The freewheeling approaches to innovation and
experimentation which were so sommon in the sixties may be

.

'past as educators search for ways to restore public 'fa'ith in

the education- enterprise.

Neither educators nor their many publics fear innovation

and'experimentation, but because of the Perceived abuse of
both, distrust and dissatisfaction 04Ve often resulted. Educa-
tors can no longer, therefore, expect blank checks from their

communities for what are judged to be frills of questionable

releVance to the primary mission of elementary and secondary
. education in America.

The public wants to believe in its schools; and the recent

attention given such issues as basic skills, accountability,

and competency are. evidence that the public is simply looking
for a satisfactory return on its investment. While the educa7.

tional community must respond with logic and warmth to such

genuine public concerns aboit what it may see as unnecessary

-or foolish innovations, educators must also havethe courage
to defend continued imprdvement through research and ddvelopment
(Sava, 1975). It seems reasonable, therefore, to expect Public
supPrt for Searches for improvement so long as the public Sees
the Atli of it all.

,

. \
.

& Ind'viduallY, Guided Education (IGE) as a concept for
\1 effective schOols was born in the exciting sixties. The IGE.

Q movement, pread throughout the nation and today flourishing
IGE sohool may be identified hi both

,

large and small communiies.-

QL
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The question of interest as we e amine our
.

future eel-11s to be

what impact does IGE have on the basic skills esietilents of the

eighties? Are there any 'aspe,cts of IGE iha ddress the basic

skills movement in'a psitive wa ? -Ar t ere,ahy common threadsit,

research that affirm or deny 'he elationships between IGE
. ./

skills?.

/ :.

can be found by comparing basic

and improving the teaching of ba

Answers to these question

_skills research and literat e against the standardsestabifs5ed

for the significant compb ents of IGE. It will become apparent

concep s of IGE do form "a. basis fOr;possiblethat many of the

high achievement

SIWIFICAN
. /

° We, do M

corre rtes

the tu6:

(Be htol,
'" .

relevan

141 e basic skills. ae

FINBINGS ABCM BAgIC SKILLS ACHIEVEMENT
;

that high achievement in the basic 'skills

.6

gniflcantly.wIth pertain factors: The Center for .

f Ittic.Skills at SOUthwest Texas:State Universi4

1980) has identifiedAhree key factors which are

to !' \
sucCeSsiul Ceachingl of. the 'basic skills:
0

s

, .

. .

. Time pent in direct e&ghing is of
4

the greatest-

,impO tance if students arp to maisteik the basic skills.

2. Good classroom managempnt is required for teaching

asic skills.

3. Students at tain the b4ic skills when their teachers

-ect them to achieve. ' t

, .

er relevant factors identified that 'good curriculum
-.. ,

. 1

, .. . . .

p nnieis required; good teach ng'ins a'difTerence in

st dent 'achievement of basic:skil1,4.Older students who lack
I. .

N

basic skills can be helped; and pa ent,inyolvement improves
,

.

Sit
1

entilearning of the basic'4 skit s.. .-

.

.

.. ^

The4genter for Educational-gol cy -and Management (CEPW.at
4 \

- the, niversity of Oregon; whose finis ion, Is to investigate how

polic and management affect Studen mastery o basic skills in

readln and mathematics, established a, gesear agenda to guide
.

r

further study. The center reviewed evelks udi.z60-'which
\ .

identified the following factors assb ing,po itiVAlyassociated

Writh skh ol productivity: ,

.

.,,

ft. ,

:

i-
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1. Strong administrative leadership by the building

principAl, especially in regard to inAtructionalmatters.
I

2. School climate conducive to learning;,i.e%, safe
and orderly.

I -

3: School-wide emphasis on basic skills instruction,

which entails agreement among the professio 'hal staff that

instruction in the basic skills is the iirimary,goal of the

.-

. 4. Teacher, expectations, tha students ca* reachAligh-
- Q - ,,levels .of achievement. : -

..

- -- 5: Monitoring and asiessing-SySteths tied to,`tied
_ .

objectives; .,(Hersh, et.a.1.,1981)
e ,

From this overlapping set ofsignificant'factors; foui-

appear to have special value in basic skills achievement. These

are instructional leatlership-by the bUildrng'principal; time

spent in direct teaching; high teacher expectations; and schOol
wide emphasiA on basic skills. These four factors will be

eximined,,a:nd the'utility.of IGE as a means.of achieving:these

factors will be shown. 4'

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP BY THE BUILDING,PRINCfPAL

Research in basic skills achievementredits the principal
as a key figure in success. At schobls wherepprincipals support

innovation,.for example, there is typical'ly greater agreement
-

among teachers in their assessment'ofttie innovation and a

higher likelihood that the innoVatioll will endure. Of even .

greater significance is the.principal,'s Kole as an instructional
leader. While principals ate often not seen as the instructional

leader, 'the team approadA to instructional leadership teems to

make sense (Gersten and Car/line, 198f). t'urthefsupport of the
.,

shared decision-making model.is found in,recent literature which'

reports that administratiie successiT supervision depends upon,X
the closeness with 'which administrators and,ieachets Work together,

and that adthinistrative influences on.student achievement is

greater when dt is directed 'toward ark integrated teacher-Work
-e

structure (Duckworth, 1981).

°

.1
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The way that principals are seen .by teachers is critical

if the principal is to be instructional lead r.° Teacher

perceptions that principals worked closely wilh them=on

instruction is positively correlated with teacher job,satis-
.

faction. The implication is that teachers prefer principals who

are supportive and informal in nature rather thah those who are

evaluative adth4ormal. The strength ofthe informal adminis-

ti-.ative approach depends almost entirely, however, on the

.teachers' perceptions thatthe prinCipal is able and'inclined

to support teacher efforts. j(Duckworth,-1981)
.

Time Spent.ilrbirect Teaching

A significant breakthtough was made in the study of effective

teacher behaviors with the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

(BTES). The summary chapter of the report of the study (Berliner,

et.al., 1980) defines three teacher behaviors related to time

that are of siinificancein increasing'acqj.evement of the basic

skills.

Allocated time is defined as the Upper limit on the time

available, during school hours for the student to work on specif ic

learning objectives. Engaged time includes that part bf allocated

ol

time during which the student is,paying attentiT, and academic

learning time is defined as the amount-f tiny a student spends

engaged in an academic taskkthat he/she can performiwith high

success. The -reported findings'of the BTES revealed a positive

association between allocated time and student learning, between

engaged time and student learnhig. Even though such findings

may at first reading' appear intuitively obvious to teaeherS, the

N. BTES resea-rchers found, that these three behaviors are not routinely

addressed;by'schools (Fisher, et.al, 1980).

.

DuckwortiC ,c1981), reporting on the -conclusions of the HTES,

indicated that such teacher work variables a& planning.work

(diagnosis and prescription) and _instructional work (pre.senting

task content, monitoring student work, and"pi,oviaing fdedback on
A

student progress) tend to predict student-achievement. -Hersh,

et.al., (1981), in their analysis of 'the BTES, reported that-

teachers who-allocate more time for basic skills'ingtruction 'are

likely to be more effective. 0,
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Research in basic skills achievement is substantially

ponclusive in support of direct instruction-as being more

a effective than other practices. It should not be surprising

that keeping students on task 'for sustained periods of time

is the most fundamental principle of direct instruction: Other

significant prihciples of direct teaching are:

4

4

.

.1. 'Highly structured questions which elicit a relatively

high rate of correct answers frbmstudents are used by teachers

and are included in practice materials.

2. The teachers and materials provide immediate, acade-

mically- oriented feedback, praising correct responses arld

exploring incorrect ones.

.3. Iniruction is provided tb small groups or to the

whole _class.

Teachqrs monitor student performance during recitation4.
/

sessions, and provide-individualized feedback to students.

5. Teaching is characterized by clarity and -enthusiasm.

6. The teacher uses curricular progr'ams that provide a"

system of materials and methods consistent with the principle

of direct instruction.

.7. The teacher assumes that students will complete their
, .

homework assignMents (Hersh, et.al., 1981).

The findings of the BTES also support the principles,of

Ilirect,inStruction. 'Berliner, et.a.1.1 (1980) found significant

relationships'between student achievement and interaction between

student and instructor; between student achievement and academic

feedback; and between Student achievement and lesson structure
.

and the giving of directionA On task procedure.
.

High' Teacher Expectations
,

The Pygma1ion*theory..has been a Part of teacher training for
.

many yehrs, and we have all experienced or read: of cases where

studentscpertorm according to teacher, expectations. The BTES

(Berliner, et.al., 1980) further,Substaritiated his notion. The l

l'esearchers tound, for example,thaf teacher emphaSis on academic
A°

goals is positively aSgociated with student learning. Classes

judged to 1114ve high,emphasis-on academic performance typically
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showed high levels-of achievement. On the contrary, evidence

N is clear that when teacher attentionto academic instruction

4 Wubstantialty;reduced,'students achieve less". several

;,replicated findings (Good, 1982)..conclUded that some teachers

behave in a potentially negative manner toward IoW achievers.

Appropriat4 expectations'appear to play an important

mediation role in helping teacher§.to develop active communica-

tion skills: Evertson and Brophy "found, in correlational inter-

view work, that teache;swho obtained achievement gains from

students believed that-they could teach all students while
.

teachers who obtained lower levels of student achievement were

le*ss Confident' about whether they'Ould teach certain 6tudents.

Thus, whileAthe antecedents to the appropriate development"

of teacher expectations are unclear at this Ame, much correlational

evidedce exists which consistently associates appropriate teacher

expectations with actual student learning (Good, 1982).

School Wide.Emphasis on Basic Skills Instruction

A necessary condition for effective learning of the basiC
.,

skills appears to be a school-wide commitment-to basic skills

instruction. Hersh, et.al., (1981) reportekd that conceptualiza-

tion of basic skills achievement can'vary-in three ways: These

are: what should,be learned; how well it should be learned; and

how quickly it can be /earned. Unless a school-wide commitment

to the intended learning outepmes exists, program:management-

suffers from a faulty data base becatise teachers have varying

concepts of what the basic skills objectives are and which grade

level teacher has the major responsibility. %Furthermore, without

a school-wide-commitment, achievement tests used to a.s'sess student

learning,are'apt to be inconsistent with the 'cNfriculum or the

expectations teachers have for their students (Hersh, 1981) ..

' 7

\



THE IGE SYSTEM

Individually 'Guided Education IGE) is a systed for educa-
,,i.

tional improvement in the sense that it is composed of several

interdependent and interrelated components. IGE is the means

whereby ideas abciut what should be taught are translated into a

valid and viable process of individualizedlearning for students.

IGE learning programs combine the appropriate teacher, materials,

and activities for an individual child's deeds in ways to create

opportunities for children to aearn "One At a Time Together."

(. /I/DiE/A/ 16mm film, 1971)
A

,

IGE was developed by.the Institute for ,Development of
nj

Educational Activities, Inc. (/I/D/E/A/) and the Wisconsin Research

and Development Center for Individualized Schooling. The Wisconsin

Model stresses seven critical components for successful schooling

and includes a suggested curriculum. The seven components are:

1) a unique Set of organizational.-administrative arrangements and

processes, 2) instructional programming for the individual.student,

3) e *,aluation of student learning tied to instructional program-

f r the individual student, 4) compatible curriculum materials.

with i structional programming for the individual stulent, 5)

a program of home-school-community relations, 6) facilitative

environments in the school district and state, and 7) continuing

research and development to keep IGE attuned to changing societal

conditions (Jeter, 1980).

the /I/D/E/A/ conceptualization of IGE differs from the

Wisconsin Model in that the former suggests a structured program

through implethentation of its 35 outcomes. The /I/D/E/A/ change

program, has two primary e]Aments:

.1, A process for individualizing learning by tailoring

instructional methods to individual differences;

2. Continuous improvement process for schools to evaluate

their own performance, to make changes in instructional procedures

and to achievehigher-levd1s of effective teaching.

t
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Out of the initial ',frameworks of each mo1del,grew many

variations and changes in IGE as the concept was originally

implemented. As the dOmponentS of IGE changed with time, it

became apparent to many obLervers that these changes and

adaptations may be critical to the local success of IGE as

well as any other innovation.' Local schools may bebetter

off adapting they IGE concept to better meet local needs rather

than adopting it as an unchangeable model.

,.\

Even thaugh'variatins and adaptations from the original

models have insured local success of IGE, common threads have

remained. The components of IGE that appear,to have had

signiTicantinfluence on successful practices of today are the

principle of shared decision-making. the IGE-instructional

programming model and continuous progress.

Shared Decision-Malang

IGE schools are oganized to increase involvement in

educational decision-making. Hersh, et.al., (1981), reported

that

: . . some schools are more effbctive social entities as
a result of'a special, combination of technically
competent professionals who arrange and order school
life differently thin do others.

IGE schools are arranged and ordered differently than others.

The main distinction that separates IGE,chools from others

which attempt to individualize is that IGE isa total systeM,,

of schooling (Klausmeier, 1977).

Research in implethenting change suggest that only an

entire school has the critical mass to make change work (Sava,

1975). 'The primary motivation for change must come from the

individual school level, and by their very design, IGE schools

are primary change' agents in the way that the entire school
,

is involved. Singe '(1976), for example,"notes two changes

in leadership because of the IG concepteach'of which ditectly

-ffect the nature of schooling. The two changes unique to

IGE schools are shared'decision-making and coordinated role

performance.of interdependent ,unit memGers. Also, some recent
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literature 'suggests that teachers may be more effective when

they are involved in the actual governance of`the school

(Hersh, et:al., 1981).

. IrInstrUctional Programming Model

. The instructional programming model in IGE is'the heart of

the- system (See Figure 1). it assumes active learning, continuous

pupil.progress,;and personalized instruction. Incorporated into

the model are advances in aptitude- treatment interactions,

consider&tionl of 'learning styles, awardhess of mastery learning

concepts, and effective use of a design of instruction (Jeter,

1980). IGE practitioners report that use of the programming

modellfacilitate's the teachers' 'planning.and management of r---

student learning activities.

While this model is designed to facilitate the development

in all three domains'of learning (Klausmeier, 1977), its

immediate relevancy to bas1C skills achievement is, 'of course,

cognitive growth. Recent res.tarch confirms the long-held

intuitive observation that learning stems from purposeful .

effort or work.on the partof students (Duckworth, 1981).

This time on task research supports a basic IGE assumption thatl

continuous progress by students requires, activity by them

.(Klausmeier, 1977)..

IGE AND BASIC

, Individually Guided-Education, an eclectic educational. ,

system, has been defined. as a comprehensive educational system,

embaeing'the schools, the community, and programs of teacher

preparation (Jeter,980). Towhat extent does the IGE concept

impact upon basic skills education?
I

Instructional Leadership -

We know that instrudtional leadership provided by the

building principal is a key .to basic skills achievement. IGE

successes tell Us that the principal'is a ke; person in the

way she/he uses shared decision-making to insure bettef schools.
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Step

Step 2

Sfp 3

Step 4

J
Step 5

Step 6,

., 10 .

r..

Figure 1. Instructional Programming Model in IGE.

State the eaucationa; °cleaves t3 de attained by the
student poPulation of thtiguilaing in terms of levet.of
achievement apd ternMl values and action patterns

Estimate the rangeborobiectives that may be attainable
for subgroups of the student population

Assess Mley& of achievement, learning style. and
motivation level of each student by use of criterion-
referericed tests, observation schedules. orwork
samples with appropriate -sized subgroups.

Set instructional objectives for each student to aftal7) \ over a short period cif time.

Plan and implement an instructional program suitable
for.each student or pile the student in a preptanned
program. Vary (a) the amount of attention and guid-

,i' ance by the teacher, (b) the amount of time spent to
1`. interaction among students, (c) the use of prthied

materials. audiovisual materials, and direct experienc:
ing of phenomena. (d) the use of space and equipment
(media), and (e) the amount of time spent by each
student in one-to-one interactions with the teacher or
media, independent study, adult- or student-led small
group activities, and adult-led large groOp activities.

Assess students for attainment of initial objectives.

Objectives not
attained to
mastery br some
other criterion

. - I

Reassess the stucent s0

Step 7 characteristics, or,
lake other actions.

I

Objectives attained
to mastery or
some other criterion

i : 1

I
y

Implement next
seauence to
program, or take
other actions.

(Feedback)

. I

(Adapted from H. J. Klausmeier, M. R Quilling, J. S. Sorenson, R. S. Way. and
G. R .Glasrird, Individually- Guided Education in the Muluunit Elementary Schoc'
Guidelines for Implementation (Madison. Wisconsin Research and Oevelopmen:
Center for Cognitive Learning, 1971). .

o
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IGE places great emphasis on the leadership exhibited by the

building principal, and the Yalub of this effort is borne out

in the literature and'reportd research.e

The basic supportive environment in the IGE school at the

local d*1. is determined by the building principal, We have

observed, for example, that problems dci-ariie in.the implemen-

tation 'of IGE when the building principal is.not prepared to

act as -a coordinator oYTacilitator of semi-autonomous groups
"-

ofteachers (Duckworkf,1981). The Instructional Improvement

Committee (IIC)"ServeS the principid as the vehicle to,insure

appropriate coordination at the building-,level. The IIC, chaired

by the principal, meets pericidically to' plan and organize the j

educational program' for the entire bililding, (1 ussel,

and WierSnAr 19'76). The IIC'is, therefore, a critical comporient
4

an insuring the success of the system as'it strives to reach
- 4

its goals in basic skills education.

Among the,,criteria given for-effective instructional leader-,.

'ship are-shard influence, leader be4avioi, arid 'team behavior

(Singe 197Q), 'Thus; while -ehe I.IC may replace the principal as°

,.,the sole educational decision-maker 'at the building level4

(Klausmeier, 1977)(4' the'l:ble-of thewin6.ipal remains pivotal

in insuring a Taciilitative environment forvAnstruction:

-The nature of the facilifative environment has a direct

bearing on achievement in the basic skills. Many IGE schools

depend, in varying degrees, upon the multiunit Strvcture Which

.is de &ghed to 'insure an n4pnvironment conducive to instructional

programming (Klausmeier, 1977) , but itis the management of

this environment that becomes critical foi-success: The quality

and use of.human resources'inA school, pr example, have a
, -

Signi ficant effect on students ' adhigyement leyel in basic skills

(Hersh, et.. al 1981). -
. 0.. -

Research aimed at examining why certaln schools-are'effective

in basicskills education (Gersten and Carnine, 1981), reveals,,

'that if schools do not have efficient coordination of instruction -

as a majo goal, then the principal-cannot be expected to be the

fr

,12
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instructional leader., The effective use of the IICin IGE

causes not only the principal, but the entire school and

community to hold instructional improvempnt as the major goal.

4
Direct Instruction and Instructional Programming

ti

Time spent in direst instruction, as-we have seen, bears

heavily on basic - skills achievement. Direct instruction;

characterized by_ifocus on academic goals, a teacher-centered

fddus, and the use of factual and,controlled questions is

importiadt for teaching basic skills (Jeter, 1980).

- .-
Findings such as these have raised questions about the

desirability of. individualizing education, but the ,concepts. of

individualized instruction and'direct instruction are not

incompatible when examined in the light of the IGE instructional

programming model and recent time on task research. The IGE

model, heavily 'dependent upon a diagnostic/prescriptive approach,

calls for a combination of direct instruction. and student work

on individual Assignments with individual goal setting and self-

direction., This emphasis on the diagnostic/prescriptive approach
,

seems to support the concept of academic learning time iN.17hich

the teacher finds, ways for students to engage in work at a level

which insures a high rate of success.

The Instructional Programming Model allows foy great flexi-

. bility and adaptation to local needs. The model can, for example,

be successfully used for specification of school goals as well

as basic learning goals, -ind.in'either case, IGE programs are

judged'to be effective if they help students to achieve stated

program goals (Jeter, 1980). The model addresses time on task

because as it provides for differences among students in their

rates and styles of learning, levels of motivation, and other

individual characteristics, it also considers all the educational

objectives of the schOol in order to improve, students opportuni--

ties for success.

/
1
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Community Involvement

Other aspects of IGE alSo support.the major findings'in the

teaching of baSic skills. It is evident that the 'community

controls its schools through its willingness to use its pOwer

and resources,on programs that reflect community values and

interests. Open communication, a key component of IGE, is

essential in order to insure the success.of any program (Nussel,

Inglis, and Wiersma, 1976). The compelling goal of IGE which

aims directly toward today's needs in basic skills education is

that IGE is trying to convert education from 4 trial and error

approach into .a logical, sequential set of activities wh4.ch will

give all studentse chance to realize their own abilities

(Sava, 1975). It44 this. goal that should become the driving'

for.ce when schools work With the home and community.

Whenever a vSchool:'°attempts to change the status quo, the
44$'

change must become internalized by the community as well as the

school. Duckworth (1981) reported 'that the community is, in

fact, a key environment which must be considered if schools are

to implemea,t instruction-related changes. Furthermore., the

success of the school involving the community will determine the

school's effectiveness inmounting political challenges to policy

cOnstraints which may hinder the necessary change. Involvement

of the community is a necessity if schools expect4to achieve the
.

broad-base'd commitment to basic skills which is necessary if

maximum growth is, to occur.. As we have seen 'earlier, this unified

commitment to a goal is a significant correlation to Success in

achieving the goal.
a

r.

Summary

While education in the 80's may be in a period of retrench-

ment as we search for ways to make our schools more effective, it

appears that th-educational system known as Invididually Guided

Education will become increasingly relevant. The relevance, of

.;IGE concepts to school achievement tends to be supported by the
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recent Conclusions of the research into effective schools.

Because of its conoideation of the total system of schooling

at the local level, IGEJprovides a logical framework for the

implementation .of basic skills progiams that will leaa'to

achievement gains: Thus, if we use well-planned programs, such

as IgEt for educational-improvement, it appears that schooling

in the 80's*can achieVe its 4xpectations.

The concepts Of IGE appear o form a basis for high tudent

tachievement, in the basis skills Research into successes in

basic skills achievement 'identified four )factors Of particular

importance. These are: 1) instructional leadership and shared
i

decision- making by the building principal, 2) time spent in

direct teaching, 3) high teacher expectations, and4) school-wid

commitment to.basic.skills achievement.

The IGE system appears to have direct influence on success-

ful practices of today thrOugh the adaptation of the principles

of shared decision- malting and the instructional prOgramming model.

Each of these principles provide the process. for achieving unified

commitment to the- goal of achieveMent of the basic skills.'

c
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